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Thread: Grondyke Soap Company &quot;Durden&quot;
dorfmeister - November 8, 2014, 4:04 am

http://grondyke-soap-company.myshopify.com/
I am a sucker for all things Pheromone so I ordered some of this soap. Will see how effective it
might be.
Has anyone else tried this?
jjs1234 - November 9, 2014, 12:54 am

So it uses Stenone as its primary pheromone. I know some stick to skin... just not sure how effective
it will be. However rubbing it all over your body... well it might work with all that surface area.

Can Androstenone do all this? (they advertise):
Sexuality, masculinity, alpha status,
Bad Boy Aura, attractiveness to women,
mischievousness, peacefulness, dominance (non-aggressive)
dorfmeister - November 18, 2014, 3:39 pm

I've been using this every day.
Not sure what to make of it as I also use Laid Dirty Clean and Laid Paste for my hair, A314,
Cohesion, and True Charisma as well. I like to keep all my pheromone bases covered.
It seems like a decent soap. Maybe a little harsh in its feel on the skin. Seems to hold up pretty well
unlike some boutique soaps that I have used that have dissolved pretty quickly.
moe - November 19, 2014, 8:38 am

Hi dorfmeister
It would be great if you could stop wearing the other mones for one week and use only the soap on
its own , and report the results
Thanks
M.
dorfmeister - November 19, 2014, 2:17 pm

(11-19-2014 3:38 AM)moe Wrote: &nbsp;Hi dorfmeister
It would be great if you could stop wearing the other mones for one week and use only the soap on
its own , and report the results
Thanks
M.

Yeah.....My problem is that I hate to stop using the stuff I think of as day to day essentials like the
Laid Stuff and my A314....but to be scientific I know I need to isolate and test.
dorfmeister - May 2, 2019, 11:01 pm

I've noticed they now have three different soaps. I have only used Durden and not since 2015,
though.
Hombre - May 3, 2019, 12:07 pm

this company is how i got into pheromones, although i never purchased their items.
i really like the fact they they label each product with a known character.
i wish more companys will do so, it really helps you get into the vibe the blend is sending.

